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Abstract- This paper presents the robust sensorless operation 
for brushless DC motors (BDCMs) loaded by the position-
dependent load where the load torque is a function of the rotor 
angle (not electrical angle). Without any position sensor, the 
reliable position signals are generated from the motor terminal 
voltages through sensorless circuits. In order to reduce the speed 
variations especially in the low speed, an additional gain to adjust 
output voltage is included in the speed loop to compensate the 
repetitive position-dependent load. In first, the effects of position-
dependent load on the speed variations and the commutation 
intervals are studied. It shows that we can estimate the position-
dependent load from the commutation intervals. Then, we 
introduce the used sensorless scheme based on sensing terminal 
voltage. Finally, some simulated results have been given to 
demonstrate the robust performance of the proposed sensorless 
control for the position-dependent loads. 

I. INTRODUCTION

During the last decades, more and more attentions are put on 
the energy-saving technology and the high-efficiency products 
such as the air conditioner and refrigerators. However, the 
development of the variable-speed compressors has been 
regarded as the key to increase the efficiency of the overall 
refrigeration system. Recently, there are two main trends in the 
development of variable-speed refrigeration systems: (i) the 
utilization of high-efficiency compressor motors and (ii) the 
application of low-production-cost compressors. 

Compared to all the variable-speed motors like the induction 
motors (IMs), the synchronous reluctance motors (SRMs) and 
the brushless DC motors (BDCMs) [1], the latter two are free 
from the exciting loss and rotor copper loss and, therefore, 
possess higher efficiency than the widely used induction 
motors (IMs). Moreover, because of the unusual power circuits 
for SRMs, BDCMs are gradually utilized as the high-efficiency 
compressor motors. In order to operate BDCMS efficiently, the 
reliable rotor positions are required to commutate the winding 
current adequately. Unfortunately, in the refrigeration 
application, the high-temperature refrigerants will surround the 
compressor motor and the general rotor position sensor such as 
Hall elements cannot be used. In order to operate BDCMs 
without any position sensors, developing sensorless control is 
important. 

To solve it, many sensorless control methods had been 
proposed to replace the function of the position sensor. They 
can be divided into two groups according to the waveforms of 

the drawn motor currents: one group is discontinuous winding 
currents (or called square-wave currents) and the other is 
continuous currents (or called sinusoidal-wave currents). Since 
there always is a floating motor terminal in the former group, 
some schemes including sensing terminal voltages and diode 
currents are used to directly obtain the rotor positions [2-4]. 

In addition, there are several types of compressors in the 
market for various refrigeration systems and cooling capacities. 
However, from the motor’s point of view, the loads of 
compressor motors are always the function of the rotor position 
and thus, they are repetitive. Several load curves for popular 
domestic compressors are shown in Fig. 1. We can find that the 
torque curve is nearly constant for scroll compressors but there 
is a significantly peak torque in the single-piston rotary 
compressor. In fact, such extremely alternating torque would 
contribute to the compressor speed ripple and thus, introduce 
the noise and vibrations to the overall system.  

However, it is noted that high performance (i.e. low torque 
ripple) often implies high-production-cost. In order to promote 
variable-speed refrigeration systems to market as soon as 
possible, the low-cost single-piston rotary compressors become 
the only one solution. In order to less the effect of the position-
dependent load on the overall system, the development of 
robust speed control becomes also very important. Many 
control methods had been developed to deal with the nonlinear 
load torque including the position-dependent loads [6-8]. 
However, the above methods are complex and not working in 
the sensorless operation.  

Fig. 1. Typical torque curve for various type of compressors. 
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Consequently, we can find that the single-piston rotary 
compressors using BDCMs are preferred in the high-efficiency 
and low-cost variable-speed refrigeration systems. In our paper, 
a robust sensorless control has been developed and 
implemented to solve the following problems, such as sensor-
free and position-dependent load. 

The paper is organized as follows. In first, the effects of 
position-dependent load on the speed variations and the 
commutation intervals are studied. It shows that we can 
estimate the position-dependent load from the commutation 
intervals. Then, we introduce the used sensorless scheme based 
on sensing terminal voltage. Finally, simulated results have 
been given to demonstrate the robust performance of the 
proposed sensorless control for the position-dependent loads. 

II. POSITION-DEPENDENT TORQUE

However, the actual rotating speed of the hermetic 
compressors in the refrigerant cycle system is not easy to be 
sensed. To demonstrate the proposed robust sensorless control, 
an experimental system, as shown in Fig. 2, is set up in our 
laboratory. It mainly consists of two identified BDCMs, an 
aluminum disk and a copper cylinder where the cylinder is 
fixed on the disk. All the motors and the disk are coupled to the 
same shaft. The former two BDCMs compose the known 
Motor-Generator (M-G) set where the terminals of the 
generator-end BDCM are connected to the Y-connected 
resistors in order to provide a constant load torque independent 
the rotor position. Besides, the copper cylinder on the disk will 
contribute to a position-dependent load because of the fixed 
down direction of the gravity force. 

Fig. 2. Experimental position-dependent load. 

To model the position-dependent characteristics in the 
experimental system, the illustrated plot for the three-phase Y-
connected 4-pole BDCM is shown in Fig. 3 where only 
equivalent windings 1a , '

1a , 2a , '
2a  of phase a are plotted and 

the mass of the copper cylinder is M. The stator winding 1a  is 
located at the fixed position 0r . The distance between the 
center of the aluminum disk and the mounting position of the 

cylinder is R. When the motor is rotating, all parts coupled to 
rotor are also rotating. Therefore, the gravity force Mg due to 
copper cylinder may either accelerate or decelerate the motor 
speed according to when the rotating rotor at the position r . It 
implies that the copper cylinder would contribute to a position-
dependent load torque )(, racLT

rracL MgRT cos)(,  (1) 
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Fig. 3. Illustrated plot for position-dependent load. 

From the mechanical equation, the generating torque eT , the 
load torque LT  and BDCM speed r  are related by 

r
r

Le B
dt

d
JTT  (2) 

where B is the damping coefficient ratio and J is the total 
inertias of the rotor, the coupled disk and the copper cylinder. 
The load torque LT  can be divided into dc component dcLT ,
and ac component acLT ,  due to the position-dependent load 
torque. 

For simplicity, the 4-pole BDCM is assumed to rotate at 
averaged speed 0r  and generate torque eT  which can also be 
divided into dc component dceT ,  and ac component aceT , . Then, 
in the steady state, the term 0rB , the dc torque components 

dceT ,  and dcLT ,  in (2) can be cancelled. Therefore, (2) can be 
simplified and rewritten as 

2

2

,, )()(
dt

d
JTT r

racLrace  (3) 

If the rotor position r  can be estimated, we can let the 
controllable motor torque component aceT ,  vary with the 
function )cos( r . Since the load torque component acLT ,  is 
also the function of )cos( r  from (1), the expression in (3) can 
be simplified as 

2

2
)cos(

dt
d

JT r
r  (4) 
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However, from the final results, it is reasonable to assume 
that the rotor position can be estimated. From Fig. 3, we can 
express three electromotive forces ase , bse  and cse  as 
functions of rotor position r .

)23/42sin(
)23/22sin(

)22sin(

0

0

0

rrcs

rrbs

rras

Ee

Ee

Ee

 (5) 

Some waveforms for the illustrated case ( 12/0r ) are 
plotted in Fig. 4. It is noted that within each rotating cycle, 
there are twelve current commutations for 4-pole BDCM. 
However, by integrating (4), the rotor position )(tr  in rads
and the varying motor speed r  in rad/sec can be 
approximated as 

t
J

T
tt r

r
rr 02

0
0 cos1)(  (6) 

t
J

T
t r

r
rr 0

0
0 sin)(  (7) 

In order to possess efficient torque capability, BDCMs must 
draw winding currents synchronizing with electromotive forces 
in (5). Therefore, for square-wave current, each commutation 
instant kt  must occur at the rotor position equal to  

6
2)( 0

k
t rkr , k is integer (8) 

From (8), it is noted that the position difference between 
consequent commutation position )( kr t  and )( 1kr t  is 
constant and equal to 6/ . By using (6), this constant 
difference can be expressed as 

)]cos()[cos(
6 0002

0
0 krkrkr

r
kr tTt

J
T
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where kT  (= 1kk tt ) denotes the commutation interval 
between each commutation instant. By applying the common 
equality BABABA sinsincoscos)cos( , (9) can be 
rewritten as  
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6 02

0
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r
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where 2
0
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0
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T
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In fact, the term )cos( 0 kr T  is very close to 5.0)6/cos( .
Thus 52.0A  and 12/7 . For simplicity, we can assume 
that 

)
6

cos()cos( 00
m

tt krmkr , m is integer (12)  

Therefore, (10) can be rearranged as 
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6 303
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J
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From (13), we can find that the current commutation interval 
kT  is a time-delay function of )cos( 0 kr t . It means that the 

current position-dependent torque )cos( 0 kr tT  can be 
observed from the future commutation period 3kT . However, 
estimation from future information is not practical.  

In steady state, position-dependent torque is repetitive, and 
each commutation interval can be assumed to be equal to the 
previous twelfth commutation interval pkk TT 12  where p is 
an integer. Therefore, in order to obtain workable 
implementation, (13) can be simplified to obtain the practical 
equation 

900 6
)( krkr TtT  (14) 

where the current load torque )cos( 0 kr tT  is proportional to 
the deviation of the product 90 kr T  from 6/ .
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Fig. 4. Illustrated waveforms for 4-P BDCMs. 
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III. ROBUST SENSORLESS CONTROL

The system configuration of the proposed robust sensorless 
control is plotted in Fig. 5 where the starting and control 
strategy and algorithms are implemented digitally in a 16-bits 
MCU SPMC75F2413A specifically designed for the variable-
speed refrigeration system.  

The used sensorless starting strategy can be divided into 
three modes: agitation mode, alignment mode and 
synchronization mode. Before the motor rotating in agitation 
mode, the sleeping refrigerant is initially agitated to be flowing 
easily, and then, the rotor is forced to locate in a given position 
in alignment mode with commutation state F shown in Table I. 
In synchronizing mode, the six commutation signals WU GG ~
start generating and changing with the series A => B => C => 
D => E => F => A… to draw winding currents to compose a 
synchronous rotating magnetic field with increasing speed. 
Once the rotor reaches to some speed at which the sensorless 
circuits are able to function well, the speed loop turn to work to 
generate the six commutation signals according to the 
sensorless commutation table in Table I. 

Commutation Table I

 Sensorless
 Circuits 
(Fig.6)

US VS WS

US VS WS

WVUWVU SSSSSS

WVU HHH

dcV

BDCM

Speed
Controller

Speed
Estimator 

rk
*
r

Gain 
Generator

kG

Pulse
Width

Counter
kT

XOR
H

*V

UV

VV

WV

contV

Fig. 5. System configuration of the proposed robust sensorless controller. 

The alternative rotor position signals UH , VH  and WH  are 
generated from sensing the terminal voltages UV , VV  and WV
through the sensorless circuit as shown in Fig. 6. In order to 
commutate currents without any position sensor, the used 
sensorless circuit can be divided into three stages: 90  phase 
shifting stage, dc filtering stage and PWM filtering stage. The 
first stage obtains alternative position signals from 90
shifting the sensed floating terminal voltage by the low-pass 
filter. The latter two stages are designed to attenuate the 
undesired low-frequency and PWM components from the 
sensed terminal voltages [4]. 

Unlike the conventional speed loop where the controller 
output directly control the output voltage, an additional gain 

kG  is included to vary the generating motor torque by tuning 
the output voltage *V . After using the exclusive-or (XOR) 
operator, the three position signals are combined to single 
position signal H . Then, each commutation period kT  can be 
directly obtained from counting the duration between each 
rising/falling edge of position signal H . For 4-pole BDCMs, 
the average speed rk  in rpm can be calculated from the 
commutation period kT  by 

k
rk T2

5  (15)  

Based on (14), the profile of the position-dependent load 
torque )( rT  can be estimated from the commutation period 

kT . It implies that by generating adequate gain kG , we can 
vary the PWM duty *V  and thus, change the winding currents 
and motor torque in order to oppose to the position-dependent 
load torque. For simplicity, the additional gain kG  can be 
obtained from the simple equation 

)
12
1( 11

0

9

n
nk

k
k

T

T
WG  (16) 

where the weighting factor W  is used to adjust the gain 
sensitivity to kT . Then the PWM ratio *V  is calculated as 

)1(*
kcont GVV  (17) 

Table I: Sensorless commutation table 

)( WVU HHH US WS VS US WS VS States

( 0  1  1 ) OFF ON PWM OFF OFF OFF A 
( 0  1  0 ) PWM ON OFF OFF OFF OFF B 
( 1  1  0 ) PWM OFF OFF OFF OFF ON C 
( 1  0  0 ) OFF OFF OFF OFF PWM ON D 
( 1  0  1 ) OFF OFF OFF ON PWM OFF E 
( 0  0  1 ) OFF OFF PWM ON OFF OFF F 
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Fig. 6. Sensorless circuits. 
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IV. SIMULATED RESULTS

From (17) and Fig. 5, we can find that the proposed 
sensorless control with zero duty gain 0kG  is analogous to 
the traditional speed control where the PWM ratio is equal to 
the speed controller output contVV * . The simulated 
waveforms for 0kG  are plotted in Fig. 7 where the 
proportional-integral (PI) type is used in the speed controller. 
Some nominal values and circuit elements are listed in Table I. 

Table II: Simulated parameters 
Stator resistance 7.0

Stator inductance 
mHLq 5.10

mHLd 4
Voltage constant  

(Line-to-Line) 
rpmmVrms /63.23

Pole number 4 pole 
Motor inertia 20004.0 mkg

DC link voltage V300
PWM frequency kHz5
DC load torque mN1
AC load torque mN5.0 (peak) 

1600
1500
1400
1300
1200
1100

(a)

(b)

(c)
ms100

LT

1.00

1.50

0.50

(N-m)

0.26
0.24

0.28

contVV *

1.25

0.75

0.30

0.22

ms100

*
r r

rk

ms100

(rpm)

Fig. 7. Simulated waveforms with zero gain 0kG  due to speed 
command *

r  changing from 1200rpm to 1500rpm: (a) actual speed r
and the estimated speed rk , (b) load torque LT  and (c) PWM ratio *V .

From Fig. 7(a), we can find that the actual speed r  deviates 
from the speed command *

r  due to the repetitive position-
dependent load torque in Fig. 7(b). Owing to the speed 
estimation delay at high speed is smaller than that at low speed, 
the speed ripples are about 120rpm and 100rpm at 

rpmr 1200*  and rpmr 1500* , respectively. In Fig. 7(c), it 
is noted that the PWM duty *V  fluctuates according to the 
speed error between the speed command and the speed 
estimation. In addition, the PWM duty *V  is almost at its 

valley and peak when the load torque is near its maximum and 
minimum values, respectively. However, such adversity would 
contribute to aggravate the speed ripple. Therefore, we propose 
the robust sensorless control to alleviate the speed ripple due to 
the position-dependent load torque. 

To evaluate the proposed robust sensorless control, some 
simulated results with the same controller parameter as Fig. 7 
are illustrated in Fig. 8 where nonzero gain kG  is included and 
the final PWM duty is calculated from (17). Compared with 
the speed in Fig. 7(a), the speed variation in Fig. 8(a) is 
reduced to about 80rpm based on the same speed estimation 
delay. It implies that the proposed algorithms in (15) through 
(17) make the sensorless operation possess the robust speed 
performance to the position-dependent load torque.  

From Fig. 8(b), the duty gain kG  provides useful estimation 
of the load torque LT , which can help to reverse the adversity 
in Fig. 7(b) and (c). That is, complying with the system 
stability, we can adequately set the weighing factor W  in (16) 
as large as possible to adjust the final PWM duty *V  in phase 
with the load torque variations. From Fig. 8(c), we can find 
that the final PWM duty *V  fluctuates effectively in order to 
vary the generating torque at the right moments. 

(a)

(b)

(c)

*
r r

rk

ms100

ms100

ms100

1600
1500
1400
1300
1200
1100

(rpm)

LT

1.00

1.50

0.50

kG

(N-m)

0.26
0.24

0.28

contV

*V

1.25

0.75

0.30

0.22

Fig. 8. Simulated waveforms due to speed command *
r  changing from 

1200rpm to 1500rpm: (a) actual speed r  and the estimated speed rk ,
(b) load torque LT  and duty gain kG  and (c) PWM ratio *V  and speed 

controller output contV .

V. CONCLUSIONS

Without any position sensors, the motor terminal voltages 
were sensed to generate the helpful position signals to correctly 
commutate winding currents. A mathematical model of 
repetitive position-dependent load torque was developed in this 
paper. The model was then used to obtain the algorithms of the 
proposed robust sensorless control where the PWM duty was 
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not only dependent on the speed controller output but also on 
the yielded duty gain. These algorithms were very simple and 
practical to be implemented in DSP/MCU based system. 
Simulated results had demonstrated the proposed robust 
sensorless control. The developed control can be advanced by 
using other algorithms to further condense the speed ripple. 
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